Abstract-Living organisms well adapt themselves to changes in the environment and are robust to potential damage such as mutations. The epigenetic mechanism whereby the suppression of phenotypic variation is achieved has been called canalization. This paper summarizes results of research that employed experimental and theoretical approaches to uncover the mechanisms of canalization of variation in expression of segmen tation genes.
INTRODUCTION
Living organisms well adapt themselves to changes in the environment and are robust to potential damage such as mutations. The epigenetic mechanism whereby the suppression of phenotypic variation is achieved has been called canalization.
The canalization of gene expression during the course of development was hypothesized by Conrad Waddington in the 1940s. This hypothesis was based on the observation that, in contrast to mutant organisms, wild type organisms are capable of suppressing genetic variation and environmental stimulus-related varia tion at the level of phenotype (Waddington, 1942) . To explain this, Waddington postulated that, in organisms submitted to natural selection, developmental pro cesses tend to be canalized and that there is a finite number of developmental trajectories designated chre ods (Waddington, 1962) . These trajectories are regu lated in such a way that one and the same end result is achieved regardless of variations in conditions during the course of the development; i.e., each chreod must remain constant under small perturbations (Wadding ton, 1940 (Wadding ton, , 1957 .
Metaphorically, canalization could be represented by an epigenetic landscape coined by Waddington wherein a system being developed is a mountain land scape with ridges and glens across which a ball is rolling (Fig. 1) . The choice of a development path is made at points of division of glens due to gene action. Each glen of the landscape corresponds to a pool of similar devel opmental trajectories. If the ball is slightly pushed towards a mountain slope it will return to the same glen where it was but will occupy a slightly different point compared to that prior to pushing. This analogy permits the clarification of canalization that could make the developmental trajectory change under the influence of different factors (external and internal, genetic and nongenetic) with no alteration in the course of ontoge nesis. In contrast to homeostasis, which denotes the steady state of a biological system, the steady state of developmental trajectories of a system was termed homeorhesis by Waddington (Waddington, 1957; Saun ders, 1993) .
Buffering of a genetic variation at the level of pheno type has now been confirmed in theoretical and experi mental studies. Recently, genes responsible for canali zation have been identified (Ruterford and Lindquist, 1998; Sollars et al., 2002 ). However, model systems for studying canalization are still unavailable. Such systems must meet certain requirements. Firstly, a high varia tion of system components must significantly decrease in the course of development. Secondly, a similar decline in variation must be a system property rather than being caused by the influence of other systems of the organism or external stimuli.
The segmentation gene network in the fruit fly (Akam, 1987) completely satisfies these two con straints. First, a natural property of this system is a decay in phenotypic variation in the course of develop ment . Overall, there is no need to artificially perturb the system to study the buffering of variation. In addition, high accuracy quantitative data on spatiotemporal patterns of segmentation gene expression have been obtained for this system . A thorough analysis of the data showed the zygotic expression of segmentation genes in individual fruit fly embryos to be highly variable in cycle 13 and early cycle 14A. This variability manifests itself as alter ations in levels of gene expressions; variations in the order, type, and time of formation of discrete expres sion domains as well as variations in the position of these domains. All these variations are canalized at the end of cycle 14A, prior to gastrulation, into stable expression patterns with a substantially low variation . A decrease in variation before gastrulation has an important biological significance since expression patterns of wingless and engrailed genes, which determine the position of primary com partments (parasegments) in a Drosophila body, have a breadth as small as a single nucleus and are targets of gap and pair rule zygotic genes.
Among all variations in zygotic segmentation genes, the variation in the position of expression borders is of great interest. The canalization of variation in the posi tion of expression borders mainly manifest in the high variation of the bicoid (bcd) maternal gene expression shrinking several fold at the level of zygotic gene expres sion of gap and pair rule that are regulated by Bcd. Expression of bcd is an anterior-posterior gradient. A great body of experimental data clearly shows Bcd to be a morphogen (Driever and Nusslein Volhard, 1988) . To take an example from the French flag, expression borders of gene targets must be set up within fixed threshold concentrations of the morphogen (Wolpert, 1969) . The mechanisms by which the Bcd variation shrank, or filtered out, remained to be undetermined.
Of all the expression borders of Bcd gene targets, much scrutiny was focused on low variation in the pos terior border of the anterior hunchback (hb) domain (Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002 (Houchmandzadeh et al., , 2005 Gregor et al., 2007a; Hardway et al., 2008; He et al., 2008) (Figs. 2e, 2f) . However, in most cases, hb was studied as a Bcd tar get without allowance for its interaction with other zygotic genes. It is an inappropriate approach since a shift in position of Hb border occurs in embryos mutant for giant (gt), Kruppel (Kr), Kr;kni, and embryos lacking Nanos protein (Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002 , Clyde et al., 2003 . Therefore, to uncover the mechanisms whereby the positional variation is canalized during the segmentation, all gene interactions responsible for pat tern formation over time and space should be taken into account.
This paper summarizes results of our research that employed experimental and theoretical approaches to determine the mechanisms of canalization of variation in expression of segmentation genes Manu et al., 2009a, b) . As a theoretical approach, we used a mathematical modeling that allows us to reproduce in silico regulation mechanisms and show the correctness of the regulation mechanisms identified without experiments to reconstitute the system ab ini tio. Another important feature of mathematical model 
Hb
ing is its potential for tracking in silico dynamics of con tributions of all regulators to regulate each gene in the biological system under study. Currently available experimental techniques do not allow us to obtain such information in a single experiment: gene functions could be clarified by virtue of knockout mutations, and the gene network could be reconstituted through numerous similar studies.
It is important to note that Waddington's epigenetic landscape concept arose under the influence of the dynamical systems theory primarily related to Henri Poincare. A dynamical system is a system of relations that describe the evolution of system variables over time and their interdependence. At each point of time, the system could be represented by a single point in a mul tidimensional space of states (phase space) whose coor dinates correspond to values of each system variable. Each point in a space of states is associated with a vector representing the direction and evolution of the system starting from the given point. Several isolated points are attractors with which the system spontaneously changes over time (Thom, 1983) . The attractor state is locally stable against small perturbations and, for this reason, it was suggested that the end type cells were attractors. Waddington's epigenetic landscape is metaphorically a dynamical system wherein the axes are the concentra tions of all substances or all gene products in a cell. All embryo cells will grow obeying the same laws but, due to a difference in inducing signals, cells from variable body compartments would follow different developmental trajectories. As a result, they will reach different attrac tors that are alternative final stages of cell differentiation (Slack, 2002) .
In summary, an attractor is a kind of qualitative property capable of accounting for the stability of devel opmental trajectories and, hence, clarifying the canali zation. Analysis of the segmentation gene network as a dynamical system described in Manu et al., (2009b) , allows considering canalization of variation as a result of attractors action in a phase space of gene products concentration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Quantitative Data on Gene Expression
To study canalization mechanisms in the segmenta tion gene network, 1600 wild type blastoderm Droso phila embryos (Oregon R) were used. In embryos, we used indirect immunofluorescence marking to stain protein products of the 14 segmentation genes such as bcd, caudal (cad), Kr, kni, tailless (tll) , giant (gt), hb, even skipped (eve), fushi tarazu (ftz), odd skipped (odd), hairy (h), runt (run), paired (prd), and sloppy paired (slp) (Kosman et al., 1998; .
The Kr and kni (Kr;kni) double mutants were obtained by crossing Kr 1 and Df(3L)ri 79c flies. Mutant embryos were stained to detect the hb and gt expression.
Images of expression patterns were produced using a Leica TCS SP2 scanning confocal microscope. Expres sion levels were on a scale of 0 to 255 chosen to maxi mize dynamic range without saturation (Janssens et al., 2005; .
Quantitative gene expression data were obtained using methods and software described previously (Myasnikova et al., 2001; Janssens et al., 2005; Kozlov et al., 2009) . Image processing involved (1) image segmentation, (2) background removal, (3) temporal classification of embryos, (4) image registration, and (5) data averaging based on temporal patterns to yield integrated or reference data on each gene expression.
Since segmentation genes largely operate indepen dently of genes controlling the embryo polarity length wise of the dorsoventral axis (Carroll et al., 1987; Zeitlinger et al., 2007) , it is appropriate to consider the expression of these genes in the direction along the anterior-posterior axis (A-P). For this reason, this review included studies using quantitative data on a 10% wide stripe excised from the central zone of an embryo along the A-P axis (Fig. 2) . Quantitative data have a time resolution of 6.5 min and a spatial resolu tion of a nucleus and are freely available at http://urchin.spbcas.ru/flyex (Pisarev et al., 2009) .
Mathematical Modeling
Reconstitution of gene networks is performed within the context of a mathematical model which describes experimental data. Ordinary differential equations are the most commonly used tools for modeling expression in gene networks. The equation of the model is derived at the phenomenological level of a biosystem wherein primary molecular processes are given by properly sim plified mathematical models.
To model the canalization effect of a high variation into a stable segmentation pattern, we used a model successfully applied for modeling expression dynamics of gap genes (Jaeger et al., 2004a, b) with small modifi cations (Manu et al., 2009a, b) .
We modeled expression patterns of gap genes such as hb, Kr, gt, and kni in a space of 35 to 92% of the embryo length (EL) along the A-P axis. This is the region where segments develop, hereafter.
The model computes changes in gene product con centrations in nuclei over time as from clearage cycle 13 to the onset of gastrulation. Initial conditions are deter mined using data on clearage cycle 12. In mitosis, which occurs prior to the 13th nucleus division, a protein level is solely determined by diffusion and breakdown since protein synthesis is shut down. In the interphase, pro tein synthesis is dependent on the gene regulation by other gap gene products, maternal Bcd gradient, and products cad and tll genes as well.
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The model reproduces the concentration dynamics of gap gene products along the A-P axis in an early embryo and is given by:
(1)
= is the concen tration a protein in i nucleus along the A-P axis and N = 4 is the number of genes in the gene network being modeled.
As the synthesis function, g the function g(y) = 1/2(1 + y/ ) with a sigmoid curve was chosen. To allow for external factors that regulate gap genes but not sub jected to gap genes regulation, the model incorporated the maternal Bcd protein concentration and N e = 2 time-dependent concentrations, , of tran scription factors Cad and Tll. The parameters T ab , m a , and E aβ numerically describe the action (activation and repression) and the strength of the regulatory effect on gene a by b gap genes, bcd gene, and cad and tll genes, respectively. The constant h a modulates the position of a threshold argument value of the function of synthesis g and could be interpreted as regulation by uniform fac tors in terms of space and time. The argument of the function g sums all processes towards the regulation of gene a and, hence, is the overall regulatory contribution in nucleus i and at time t. The constants R a and λ a are characteristic protein synthesis and protein decomposi tion rates, respectively. A number of equations N × M in (2) increases twofold after each division due two nucleus doubling:
where n is the cell cycle number. The diffusion coefficient D a (n) also depends on the cell cycle number since the distance between nuclei reduces twofold after each divi sion and the coefficient is in inverse proportion to the squared distance:
Another model modification was that averaged data on Bcd were replaced by individual embryo data with gradient parameters expressed as medians. We departed from averaged data for the following reasons: Bcd gradi ent obeys the quasiexponential law along the A-P axis, and the arithmetic mean of several exponents is not exponentially distributed, which does not allow us to obtain a most typical gradient by arithmetically averag ing gradients in individual embryos. Obviously, the reconstitution of a gene network requires not only genes interacting with one another but also parameters of these interactions. Despite the recent huge progress in molecular biology, many such parameters cannot be
experimentally evaluated and they have to be assessed by solving the inverse task, i.e., fitting solutions of equa tions in the model to experimental expression genes data. This involves a wide range of methods such as the numerical annealing method, various genetic algo rithms, and the gradient method. Frequently, to increase the search efficiency the methods are first combined like in studies (Gursky et al., 2004; Ashy raliyev et al., 2009) . Using a tool of the global search identifies proximate parameter values and then these values are used as the starting point for the quickest descent method.
To evaluate the developmental trajectory stability, the system behavior was dynamically analyzed (Manu et al., 2009b ). The original model reproduces the sys tem behavior in 58 nuclei and for four gap genes. The system dimension turns out to be 232, which makes it complicated to visualize the results of dynamical analy sis. For this reason, the system dimension was decreased by discarding diffusion in the model (which, according to experimental data, is not significant in the Drosophila blastoderm (DeLotto et al., 2007) and mod eling was reduced to 35% (to 71% EL), which allowed us to depart from considering the terminal gene tll. Such a simple expression domain permits the sequence and position of gap genes to be properly formed although the borders show less variation (Manu et al., 2009b) . The positional information is set by Bcd and Cad, v Bcd(x) , and v Cad(x) , respectively. Naturally occurring tra jectories of solutions of equations for nuclear gap genes are determined by initial conditions, the maternal Hb level.
RESULTS
Dynamical Decline in Variation in Expression Patterns
Analysis of quantitative data segmentation gene expression shows a significant variation in zygotic gene expression patterns in individual embryos at the early stage of pattern formation, during the 13th cycle of embryo division, and early in cycle 14A. This variation is revealed analyzing gene expression patterns in indi vidual embryos and manifests in a high variability of gene expression levels; positions of their expression domains borders; time, types, and order of domain for mation. However, we discovered that these variations significantly decrease at the end of 14 A cycle; i.e., by the onset of gastrulation .
Figs. 2g and 2i show early and late expression pat terns of Kr and gt genes. The maximum variation (mea sured as a standard deviation) in expression levels of Kr in the 13th nucleus division cycle is 33, and prior to gas trulation decreases down to 17.4. For the posterior gt domain, the maximum variation in expression levels reduces from 24.5 to 15.4 in a time dependent fashion (Figs. 2g, 2i) . ftz are highly variable between individual embryos but toward the end of cycle 14A the expression patterns consist of seven stripes (Fig. 2j) . A similar trend is typi cal of all pair rule genes studied. Pair rule stripes occur in different orders so that one temporal pattern could have quite different expression patterns for one and the same gene. In addition, stripes can arise in different ways, namely, on the border (at the slope) of an existing stripe, by binary fission of a stripe, or in a domain wherein the expression is absent. Moreover, in individ ual embryos, one and the same stripe could emerge within a wide temporal range of from 6 to 24 min. This is a very significant level of variation in time if expres sion domains of pair rule genes arise for approximately 50 min of embryo development are taken into consider ation .
A similar decline in expression patterns occurs by the completion of segment determination and mem brane formation which separate nuclei into daughter cells.
Filtering out of Spatial Variation
However, the most studied and controversial type of variation in segmentation gene expression patterns is positional variation. According to the positional infor mation theory, cell fate is dictated by its position in a certain part of the embryo with a gradient of a signal molecule called morphogen (Wolpert, 1969) . Its con centration is read out and interpreted, which triggers varied combinations of genes in a concentration dependent manner of this morphogen. A great amount of experimental data demonstrate that in Drosophila the maternal bcd gene product is a morphogen (Driever and Nusslein Volhard, 1988) .
The mRNA of the bcd gene is located in the anterior egg pole and its product forms a gradient through diffu sion along the primary embryo axis. This protein regu lates pattern formation along the A-P axis in a concen tration dependent manner by directly interacting with gap and pair rule genes. Many authors showed that it is impossible to precisely position gene target domains by directly reading out the morphogenetic gradient infor mation (Lacalli and Harrison, 1991) . To be more exact, even in an extremely precise reading out, the positional error of gene targets should remain identical to that of the morphogen gradient but it is more likely that the molecular noise will boost the error. This error should be particularly evident away from the gradient source.
However, it was shown that the positional gradient error of the bcd gene product significantly reduces ("fil tered out") at the level of gap and pair-rule zygotic genes. Of all expression borders of Bcd gene targets that are formed with high precision, most attention was paid to the low variation in the posterior border of the ante rior hb domain (Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002 (Houchmandzadeh et al., , 2005 Gregor et al., 2007a; Hardway et al., 2008; He et al., 2008) (Figs. 2e, 2f ).
This filtering is dynamical similar to other variation types: the positional error decays in late expression pat terns as compared to early ones . During the 13th division cycle, the error level to posi tion gap genes are rather high but nevertheless signifi cantly lower than that of the Bcd gradient. This error is still elevated early in cycle 14A but by the mid cycle it decreases and remains stably low. The example in Fig. 2 shows that, at the onset of cycle 14A, the standard devi ation of borders positions of Kr and gt expression domains are 1.9 and 2.5% EL and those at the end of the cycle are 1.0 and 1.2% EL. For comparison, the posi tional error of Bcd gradient in a position of half its max imum level in cycle 14A is 4.6% EL (Fig. 2e) .
Overall, expression gap genes' domains, which are the targets of the maternal Bcd, are positioned with pre cision exceeding the estimated one provided the posi tion of gene target expression domains borders is tightly controlled by the morphogen gradient.
Cross Regulation of gap Genes as a Mechanism to Canalize Gene Expression in Drosophila Blastoderm
To study filtering mechanisms, the positional varia tion in the maternal Bcd gradient at the level of zygotic genes involved experimental numerical evaluations (Manu et al., 2009a) within the context of the model described in the "Mathematical Modeling" section.
Each of the 88 numerical experiments used a Bcd pattern of each individual embryo. All parameters of a gene network remained fixed with the Bcd input being variable. The spatial variation level of expression domain borders of gap genes in the model was com pared to variation of Bcd profiles. The position of gap gene expression domains was determined in points where the expression level was half the maximum. The positional variation of a border was considered the stan dard deviation of its position in 88 numerical experi ments. The positional variation of a Bcd profile (x bcd ) was considered the standard deviation of a point where each profile rose above a certain threshold value (Figs. 2e, 2f) . The threshold of the Bcd concentration for each particular border of a gap domain was the con centration at which the border formed in a gene net work using a median Bcd gradient (see section "Math ematical Modeling").
The model properly reproduces the positional varia tion of six gap gene expression borders: a posterior bor der of the anterior hb expression domain, a posterior border of the central Kr expression domain, and both borders of posterior kni and gt expression domains (Figs. 3a, 3b) . For example, the posterior border of the anterior hb expression domain in numerical experi ments has a standard deviation of 1.3% EL and 1.0% EL in experimental data (Fig. 3) with these two values being significantly lower than the standard deviation for the Bcd threshold concentration that is 4.6% EL (Fig. 2e) . Four borders of expression domains that are formed at the brims of the model showed a high varia tion since the model did not allow for regulators operat ing in the head and tail embryo compartments neces sary for these borders to develop (Gaul and Jäckie, 1987; Kraut and Levine, 1991; Rivera Pomar et al., 1995) .
Canalization of high variation into a stable gap gene expression pattern, which is inherent to the Bcd mor phogen, results from regulatory interactions of these genes: a modification of the model by excluding regula tory effects on the hb gene by other gap genes increases the variation in the posterior border of the anterior hb expression domain up to 4.3% EL; i.e., it nearly reaches the variation level of the Bcd concentration threshold (Fig. 3e ).
To identify regulatory interactions responsible for canalization of variation and formation of stable gap gene expression domains, we applied the regulatory analysis of model solutions (Jaeger et al., 2004a, b; Manu et al., 2009a) . This showed that each gap gene expression domain predicted precisely by the model arises under the influence of an activator (Bcd or Cad) and two repressors. The posterior border of the anterior hb expression domain develops in response to Bcd acti vation and repression by Kr and Kni. The influence of varied Bcd concentrations on regulating this border was studied by grouping the total of numerical solutions of the equation system (1) for each Bcd gradient in 88 individual embryos in terms of the hb border position with an interval of 1% EL (Fig. 3d) and by averaging Bcd activation levels and combined repression by Kr and Kni within each group. At different hb border posi tions, hb activation and repression levels proved to remain consistent so that embryos with the hb position, which develops closer to the posterior end, have a higher Bcd activation and repression levels by Kr and Kni.
These findings are inconsistent with previously pub lished results reporting that the standard deviation of the hb expression border position remains constant in Kr and kni single mutant flies. However, Kr;kni double mutants that had not been characterized previously showed a twofold greater standard deviation of the pos terior border of the anterior hb expression domain and a significantly higher variance in the posterior border of the third gt expression domain (Fig. 4) . These findings corroborate the correctness of the conclusions drawn through mathematical modeling and argue against the fact that hb is only regulated by Bcd. They also support the fact that buffering of variation in formation of gap gene expression patterns results from specific regulatory interactions between the genes.
A similar relationship between activation and repression levels occurs in forming the posterior borders Kr and kni expression domains (Figs. 3g, 3h) .
Dynamical Attractors as a Mechanism of Canalization of Gene Expression and Shifts in Expression Domains over Time
Decay in variance of expression patterns over time in the segmentation gene network (Fig. 2) indicates the stability of developmental trajectories to perturbations in a Drosophila embryo. The quantitative data available that describe a temporal dynamics of a segmentation gene expression and a proper mathematical modeling allow us to rise beyond the scope of the metaphoric epi genetic landscape by Waddington and to characterize the stability of developmental trajectories in an early Drosophila embryo.
The stability of trajectories of gap genes' system was investigated within the context of the dynamical system theory (Manu et al., 2009b) . A state of a system consist ing of N genes and M nuclei (M × N variables) could be described by a point in an M × N dimensional space of concentrations, or a phase space. Levels of gap protein change over time and, hence, a numerical solution is a trajectory in this phase space. A dynamical system may have solutions that do not change over time. Such solu tions, called equilibrium states, are represented by a sin gle point in a phase space. Coordinates of equilibrium points in a phase space and their stability properties determine the stability of the overall numerical solution that change over time.
In vicinity of the equilibrium point in a phase space, there are primary directions in which solutions expo nentially approach or move away from the equilibrium point. These directions are called intrinsic vectors of the equilibrium point. An attractor ("node") is the equilib rium point that attracts solutions in a vicinity of a phase space over time; i.e., all vectors of its own are directed to the attractor (Fig. 5b ). This vicinity is called "basin of attraction". In other words, if the gap gene product con centrations are in vicinity of an attractor at a moment of time then the attractor will adjust these concentrations with time. A saddle node of equilibrium ("saddle") has its own vectors among which some are directed toward this point and some away from this point (Fig. 5c) . In a local vicinity of a saddle node of equilibrium, its own vectors determine the so called invariant manifolds for this point. These manifolds are able to act in a phase space similarly to attractors, for example, to attract solutions away from the saddle node.
If the equation system depends on a parameter, for example, the A-P position of gap gene expression domains, all solutions, including equilibria, change when the parameter is changed. Of particular interest are sharp changes in the solution behavior, when the parameter is changed, that cause changes in the total number of points or their stability. Such changes are called bifurcations. Quality changes in the dynamics of a system occur by virtue of bifurcations. Of numerous known bifurcations, only one bifurcation type, "saddle node," is typical of the four dimensional gap genes sys tem under study with a median Bcd gradient. In this bifurcation at a certain value of equilibrium parameters, the attractor and saddle merge and vanish or, vice versa, originate simultaneously (Fig. 5d) .
For each embryo nucleus along the A-P direction, attractors and attraction domains were characterized based on the observed distribution of initial conditions; i.e., the maternal Hb level (see section "Mathematical Modeling"). To characterize transient state solutions, invariant manifolds in saddle points were computed. The analysis of the phase space showed that a Droso phila embryo contains two pattern formation types, depending on the position along the A-P axis (Manu et al., 2009b) . Anterior and posterior dynamical modes are divided by saddle node bifurcation at a position of 53% EL, which corresponds to the Kr central domain peak (Fig. 5e) .
In the anterior domain between the third Gt domain peak and (Fig. 2a) and the Kr central domain peak, the nucleus state at gastrulation is close to the point attrac tor. Pattern formation in this domain occurs by choos ing a state possible in the phase space of the model and is controlled by Bcd and Cad levels through determin ing dimensions of attraction domains and the attractor position in the phase space of the model. The maternal Hb concentration is responsible for choosing a certain attractor (Fig. 5a ). According to previously obtained findings, a pattern in the anterior part of the embryo develops due to synergism between Bcd and Hb. The analysis performed herein clarifies the role of these pro teins in anterior pattering. Figure 5f shows an example that characterizes canalization mechanisms in the anterior part. A phase portrait of a nucleus is given at A-P position of 37% EL. This position corresponds to the third gt domain peak ( Fig. 2a) and the anterior hb expression domain. Since the phase space in each nucleus is four dimensional (according to the number of gap genes under study), its three dimensional projection onto Hb-Kr-Gt is shown. All solution trajectories start from the Hb axis according to the initial conditions in all nuclei. A tem poral dynamics is shown as a color gradient on trajecto ries-the white corresponds to cycles 13 and 14 and the black corresponds to gastrulation. Attractors are indi cated by black balls. Trajectories become black very close to attractors. This means that the solution in all nuclei has nearly reached the equilibrium point prior to gastrulation. The figure shows that the initial variation in trajectories substantially decreases by gastrulation and, therefore, trajectories are stable due to point attractors. Nucleus 37 shown according to the maternal Hb level arrives at the attraction domain of attrac tor in Hb, Gt ON state (with high Hb and Gt levels), which corresponds to the A-P position of this nucleus relative to expression domain of these genes (Fig. 5f) .
A total of three gap gene expression domains form in the anterior embryo part: a posterior border of the third gt domain, a posterior border of the posterior hb expres sion domain, and an anterior border of the Kr central domain. The first border develops after the attractor that attracts developmental trajectories in nuclei located on the border undergoes transition from Gt ON state (with a high Gt level) into Gt OFF state. When Hb and Kr borders overlap 45 to 47% EL, it results from switching of trajectories from one attractor with Hb ON state (up to 45% EL) to another attractor with Kr ON state (greater 47% EL).
The posterior embryo part is located between the peak of the Kr central expression domain and the poste rior gt expression domain peak (Manu et al., 2009b) (Fig. 5e) . Although trajectories in this embryo part do not converge to a single attractor prior to gastrulation, they converge to a single trajectory in a phase space, namely, to a one dimensional invariant manifold of S 2 saddle node shown as a gray tube in Fig. 5g . Prior to gastrulation, the trajectories are close to this manifold.
This is evident from grading of gray color into black at the approach to this manifold. This manifold in the pos terior part plays the same role as attractors in the ante rior part; that is, it is responsible for the stability of tra jectories and canalization. The maternal Hb permits pattern formation to determine which part of man ifold will be solved by equations in a certain nucleus by gastrulation: at high maternal Hb levels, equation solu tions approach Kr ON state (with high Kr levels and low levels of other gap genes product). At transient Hb levels, solutions reach Kni ON state; at low levels they reach Gt ON state. Since the maternal Hb level decreases monotonically in relation to the A-P posi tion, it is conductive to pattern formation in the poste rior part. If Bcd level is fixed in a posterior nucleus with maternal Hb levels only being bariable, it yields proper gap gene expression patterns once modeling is com pleted (Manu et al., 2009b) . This is in agreement with previous findings that maternal Hb levels could form a pattern in an embryo in the absence of anterior and ter minal systems, thus forming posterior expression pat terns along the entire embryo length (Struhl et al., 1992) . By and large, modeling results confirm the role of Hb as a morphogen acting in the posterior embryo part, which was experimentally shown previously, and clarify the mechanism whereby this transcriptional fac tor operates.
Attraction of trajectories of equation solutions pro motes dynamical shifts in gap gene expression domains, which is the key feature of pattern forming in the poste rior embryo part (Jaeger et al., 2004a, b; . This mechanism could be illustrated using a nucleus at a position of 59% EL when the Kr posterior border and the Kni anterior border cross shifting to the anterior embryo part during cycle 14A. Figures 5i and 5j show temporal dynamics of Kr and Kni levels at this A-P position indicated by a dashed line. The projection of a phase pattern for this nucleus (Fig. 5h) demon strates that its trajectory starts from the Hb axis and is attracted to the manifold, reaching Kni ON state prior to gastrulation (with a high Kni level). Moreover, trajectory goes through the following transient states. 
Cell Divisions as a Mechanism for Choosing Steady States
in a Developing Biological System The findings given above show the fundamental role played by abstract mathematical concepts such as attractors and their attraction domains in biological studies. Point attractors and other attracting invariant manifolds, similar to those in Fig. 5 , act as a key com ponent for a phase system pattern, determining its basic geometric properties. These concepts describe canali zation of initial variation in states of a developing sys tem as natural trajectories that converge to one attractor regardless of initial conditions. A maximum number of such attractors is an important property of this system. If a system is a multicellular organism then its state is dictated by the state of each cell and, thus, the space of state may have extremely great dimensions. However, canalization involves the presence of mechanisms lim iting the number of steady states possible for a biological system. To explain this phenomenon requires that the influence of certain biological processes, such as cell division, on the dynamics should be taken into account. Gursky et al. (2006) , based on a model of type (1) (See section "Mathematical Modeling") showed that nucleus division plays a dynamical role for reducing the total number of attractors available for the dynamics of all gene products in all nuclei in the development of a Drosophila embryo. This effect mathematically derives from the fact that the dimensionality of a space state changes as the number of nuclei in an embryo changes (Gursky et al., 2006) . A similar effect on reducing the number of all available attractors is unrelated to a cer tain implementation of the model and, obviously, it will take place in any biological system wherein pattern for mation occurs during cell division.
CONCLUSIONS
This review summarizes results of studying canaliza tion mechanisms of variation in segmentation gene expression reported by and Manu et al. (2009a, b) .
Since interregulation of genes is an intrinsic prop erty of the gap genes network, the findings obtained support that canalization of variation is also inherent to this network.
It is important that the investigations clearly showed the Bcd gradient to be insufficient for forming precise positions of borders of gap genes' expression domains.
They also demonstrated the other two theoretical mod els to be unjustified to explain precise positions of the hb gene expression. These studies hypothesized that buff ering of hb variation may result from active transport (Aegerter Wilmsen et al. 2005) or from an additional gradient directed from the posterior embryo part to the anterior one (Howard et al., 2005; McHale et al., 2006; Houchmandzadeh et al., 2005) . It is also worthwhile noting that most of these studies were only focused on the hb border whereas the model developed by Manu et al. (2009a) properly reconstitutes a decline in varia tion of the Bcd morphogen gradient at the level of not only hb but also other gap genes.
Many results, occasionally puzzling, obtained in studies of variation in border positions of Bcd gene tar gets can be explained through comparing between results presented herein and those on Bcd gradients eval uated in vivo (Gregor et al., 2007b) . A more informative characteristic of spatial variation instead of the standard deviation of positions of threshold concentrations is the very range of these positions along the A-P axis (Figs. 2e, 2f ). The range of Bcd positions in vivo and hb expression domains in fixed embryos is 10 and 5% EL, respectively. This is a very important observation because numerous experimental perturbations could increase the range of hb positions twofold, making it equal to the range of Bcd positions.
First, the results reported by Manu et al., (2009a) about doubling of the hb expression domain position range in double Kr;Kni mutants could be explained by the fact that, in this case, Bcd is the only hb regulator since, because of mutations, other regulators that nor mally decrease variation are deficient. Second, the 9% hb expression domain position range is observed in reporter insertions with a hb promoter sequence frag ment that only contains Bcd attachment sites (Berg mann et al., 2007) . Finally, a deletion of the left arm of the third chromosome increases variance in the hb expression domain border twofold (Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002) . We believe that all these experimental treatments reveal the unmodified effect of Bcd on hb through eliminating other modulators.
Other important results could be explained if the maximum possible precision of Bcd gradient inversely proportional to the squared root of its concentration is taken into consideration (Berg and Purcell, 1977; Gre gor et al., 2007a; Tostevin et al., 2007) . Then the expression domain that is only regulated by Bcd will have a lesser variation as it is closer to the anterior embryo part. That explains why the artificial construct whose expression is initiated by Bcd shows the same variation in the expression domain border as hb (Crauk and Dostatni, 2005) . The product builds it expression border at a position of 28.6% EL where, according to in vivo data, the Bcd level increases twofold as compared to that on the hb expression domain border. If it is assumed that the standard deviation of 2.2% for varia tion in this border in Kr Kni mutants accounts for an unmodified Bcd effect at a position of 47% EL, then the standard deviation at 29% EL should be 1.3%, which is closer to 1.6% observed (Crauk and Dostatni, 2005) . A lower increase in variation in the posterior border of the anterior gt expression domain as compared to that of hb at its expression border, which we observed, could also be explained if the fact that the gt border arises at a posi tion of 40% EL is taken into account. At this position, according to in vivo data, the Bcd level is 1.69 times as much than that of hb at its expression border. Overall, in Kr Kni mutants, the standard deviation of variation gt borders should be 1.7%, which is similar to the observed value of 1.9% EL.
The question of the reasons for precisely predicting border variation in gap genes' expression domains in the model by Manu et al., 2009a , is still an open question despite the too high variation in Bcd gradients from studies on genes' expression in fixed embryos ). It appears that a high level of canalization inherent to this model, as well as the gap genes network, makes it insensitive to the initial morphogen variation. The in vivo data on variation in Bcd gradient are obtained with an isogenic fly line and under stringently controlled temperature conditions whereas natural Drosophila populations are characterized by genotypic variation and develop under temperature fluctuations. These factors alter the form of Bcd gradient but do not affect the position of gene target expression domains (Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002; Lucchetta et al., 2005) . It is highly likely that individual Bcd gradients used in Manu et al. (2009a) , showed variation levels to be near zero typical of natural populations.
A high variation in gap genes at early developmental stages may be stochastically triggered. For example, the gap genes are known to start their transcription in purely randomized nuclei (Jaeger et al., 2007; Pritchard and Schubiger, 1996) . In addition, Hb and Cad protein gradients develop as a result of repression by Nanos and Bcd, respectively, at the level of translation. A number of Hb and Cad protein molecules may be subject to fluctuations due to their small levels in an embryo (Gre gor et al., 2007a, b) . Though the buffering of phenotypic variation due to the fact that small levels of molecules are fluctuated was not taken into consideration, it could be an important type of variation of canalization in bio logical systems.
It remains to be further elucidated to what degree genetic variation contributes to the variation of gap genes previously observed, since Oregon R flies used herein are inbred and assumed to be isogenic. Never theless, the mating of Hsp83 heterozygotes to Oregon R flies (Rutherford and Lindquist, 1998) demonstrated the latter to harbor a significant genetic variation that could be released and locked in as a new phenotypic trait in the course of selection. For this reason, the phe notypic variation of early gap gene expression patterns reported by , may be in part explained by the genetic variation in maternal or zygotic segmentation genes.
It is important to note that, irrespective of the nature pertinent to variation in early gap genes expression pat terns, a discrete and buffered response is a distinguish ing characteristic of a developing system capable of canalization. When molecular data were not available, Waddington attempted to account for the response properties of the system by assuming the presence of certain, preferable, stable developmental trajectories that he termed chreods (Waddington, 1942; Rendel, 1959) . As Manu et al., 2009b , showed that developmen tal trajectories in the gap genes network are stable due to attraction to attractors (in the anterior embryo part) or to invariant manifolds (in the posterior embryo part), the system response to the initial variation is discrete because each developmental trajectory could only approach a single attractor or a single state of invariant manifolds by the onset of gastrulation. Buffered responses are caused by stable developmental trajecto ries. Even if a gene can be assumed to be only in two states (switch on-switch off), a real number of attrac tors in the gap gene network (two or three) is much lower than the maximum possible (2 4 ). It follows from this that it is the selection that determined the choice of well defined developmental trajectories from a great number of possible trajectories. Overall, based on the modeling results, we could conclude that developmen tal trajectories are chreods in the gap gene system.
The evidence that the approach to studying develop mental trajectories in the gap gene system as chreods was appropriate corroborates Waddington's ideas (Wad dington, 1942) . Moreover, the analyses performed by and Manu et al. (2009a, b) , revealed a new type of stability that occurs as a result of attraction to invariant manifolds and that differs from previously described mechanisms such as point attractors and final cycles. This new variation type is also necessary to account for important biological properties to form a pattern in the posterior embryo part.
At present, the dominant point of view on the mech anism by which patterns develop is that boundaries of gene target expression domain arise at positions of fixed threshold concentrations of Bcd gradient (Gregor et al., 2007a; Driever and Nusslein Volhard, 1988) . How ever, within the context of this concept, it is impossible to account for filtering out of positional variation at the level of gene targets (Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002; Manu et al., 2009a) as well as dynamical shifts in gap gene expression domain in the posterior embryo part (Jaeger et al., 2004a, b) . The idea of specification using fixed Bcd thresholds cannot either account for precisely positioning gap gene expression domain borders in the posterior embryo part since a small number of Bcd molecules in the nuclei of this part indicates the presence of a high level of molec ular noise (Gregor et al., 2007a , Tostevin et al., 2007 . The results of dynamical analysis carried out by Manu et al., 2009b , evidence that, in the embryo part posterior to the Kr central expression domain peak, Bcd no longer participates in specifying gene target expression domain positions since the geometry of the phase space is not qualitatively affected by the position along the A-P axis. By contrast, the results of dynamical analyses show that, in this part, the morphogen role is played by maternal Hb, which removes a high level of background noise by Bcd. The role of maternal Hb as a morphogen in the posterior part has been known for a long time (Hulskamp et al., 1990; Struhl et al., 1992) , however, the mechanism by which Hb participates in pattern forming remained undetermined. As is the case with Bcd, the theory based on the threshold levels relative to Hb (Yu and Small, 2008 ) is incomplete and requires postulating the possibility of modifying threshold levels under the influence of gene targets. The dynamical analysis allows us to understand that the basis for form ing the complex spatiotemporal dynamics of gap genes is three simple mechanisms: changes in attractor posi tions in the phase space and the choice of an attractor or a state of invariant manifolds depending upon initial conditions.
It is particularly important to stress that the manifold geometrically expresses the asymmetric repression among gap genes. As a result of repression, genes, whose expression domains are located closer to the pos terior embryo end, repress expression of genes with overlapping expression domains but located farther from the: Kr | kni| gt. It is the Hb initial concentration that determines a state of invariant manifolds to be achieved by the developmental trajectory prior to gas trulation: at high Hb levels Kr ON state is reached (with high Kr levels), at transient Hb levels Kni ON state is achieved, and at low Hb levels Gt ON state is reached. In other words, the posterior pattering occurs through triggering feedback regulation in the gap gene network specification which depends on the maternal Hb level in a nucleus. This mechanism underlies shifts in gap gene expression domains since the trajectories copy an invariant manifold after approaching it.
